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Properties of
Minerals

Properties of Minerals

Objectives

Reading Focus

After this lesson, students will be able to
F.4.1.1 define a mineral
F.4.1.2 explain how minerals are identified

Key Concepts

Target Reading Skill

Key Terms

Outlining Explain that using an outline
format helps students organize information
by main topic, subtopic, and detail.
Answers
Properties of Minerals
I. What Is a Mineral?
A. Naturally Occurring
B. Inorganic
C. Solid
D. Crystal Structure
E. Definite Chemical Composition
II. Identifying Minerals
A. Color
B. Streak
C. Luster
D. Density
E. Hardness
F. Crystal Systems
G. Cleavage and Fracture
H. Special Properties

• mineral • inorganic
• crystal • streak • luster
• Mohs hardness scale
• cleavage • fracture

Target Reading Skill
Outlining An outline shows the
relationship between major ideas
and supporting ideas. As you
read, make an outline about the
properties of minerals. Use the
red headings for the main topics
and the blue headings for the
subtopics.
Properties of Minerals
I. What is a mineral?
A. Naturally occurring
B. Inorganic
C.
D.
E.

What Is the True Color of a Mineral?
1. Examine samples of magnetite and black hematite. Both
minerals contain iron. Describe the color and appearance of
the two minerals. Are they similar or different?
2. Rub the black hematite across the back of a porcelain or
ceramic tile. Observe the color of the streak on the tile.
3. Wipe the tile clean before you test the
next sample.
4. Rub the magnetite across the back of
the tile. Observe the color of the streak.
Think It Over
Observing Does the color of each mineral
match the color of its streak? How could this
streak test be helpful in identifying them as
two different minerals?

Look at the two different substances in Figure 1. On the left are
beautiful quartz crystals. On the right is a handful of coal. Both
are solid materials that form beneath Earth’s surface. But only
one is a mineral. To determine which of the two is a mineral,
you need to become familiar with the characteristics of minerals. Then you can decide what’s a mineral and what’s not!

II. Identifying minerals

What Is a Mineral?
A mineral is a naturally occurring, inorganic solid
that has a crystal structure and a definite chemical
composition. For a substance to be a mineral, it
must have all five of these characteristics.

Teaching Resources

• Transparency F35

Preteach
Build Background
Knowledge

• What is a mineral?
• How are minerals identiﬁed?

L2

Experience With Minerals
Ask: What are minerals? (Some students may
know that minerals are the crystalline solids
that make up rocks, but many students
probably will mention dietary minerals, such
as iron and calcium.) Where could you find
minerals in nature? (A few students may
know that some minerals, such as gold and
diamond, occur in deposits and are mined.
Students may suggest that minerals occur
in rocks.)

Naturally Occurring To be classified as a mineral, a substance must be formed by processes that
occur in the natural world. The mineral quartz
forms naturally as magma cools and hardens deep
beneath Earth’s surface. Materials made by people,
such as plastic, brick, glass, and steel, are not minerals.

Skills Focus observing
Materials black hematite, magnetite,
porcelain or ceramic tile, paper towel
Time 15 minutes
Tip Use black hematite, not red.
Expected Outcome Hematite (Fe2O3)
and magnetite (Fe3O4) are types of iron
ore; both are dark and similar in
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appearance. Hematite leaves a reddishbrown streak; magnetite leaves a black
streak.
Think It Over The streak of magnetite
matches its color, but the streak of black
hematite does not. Because the streak
colors are different, this streak test can be
helpful in identifying these samples as two
different minerals.

Inorganic A mineral must also be inorganic. This means that

Instruct

the mineral cannot form from materials that were once part of a
living thing. For example, coal forms naturally in the crust. But
geologists do not classify coal as a mineral because it comes from
the remains of plants that lived millions of years ago.

What Is a Mineral?
Teach Key Concepts

Solid A mineral is always a solid, with a definite volume and

shape. The particles that make up a solid are packed together
very tightly, so they cannot move like the particles that make
up a liquid.
Crystal Structure The particles of a mineral line up in a
pattern that repeats over and over again. The repeating pattern
of a mineral’s particles forms a solid called a crystal. A crystal
has flat sides, called faces, that meet at sharp edges and corners.
The quartz in Figure 1 has a crystal structure. In contrast, most
coal lacks a crystal structure.
Deﬁnite Chemical Composition A mineral has a definite
chemical composition or range of compositions. This means
that a mineral always contains certain elements in definite proportions.
Almost all minerals are compounds. For example, a crystal
of the mineral quartz has one atom of silicon for every two
atoms of oxygen. Each compound has its own properties, or
characteristics, which usually differ greatly from the properties
of the elements that form it.
Some elements occur in nature in a pure form, and not as
part of a compound with other elements. Elements such as
copper, silver, and gold are also minerals. Almost all
pure, solid elements are metals.

FIGURE 1
Quartz and Coal
Quartz (below) has all the
characteristics of a mineral. But
coal (above) is formed from the
remains of plants, lacks a crystal
structure, and has no deﬁnite
chemical composition.

What does the phrase “deﬁnite
chemical composition” mean?
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Definition of a Mineral
Focus Tell students that rocks and minerals
are not the same. Most rocks consist of one
or more minerals.
Teach Write the definition of a mineral on
the board. Underline important phrases in
the definition, and discuss each.
Apply Ask: Which conditions do rocks
meet? (Naturally occurring; solid; many are
inorganic.) Which do rocks not meet? (No
continuous crystal structure; no definite
chemical composition; some are not
inorganic.) learning modality: logical/
mathematical

L2

Classifying Objects as Minerals
Materials mineral samples, such as quartz,
calcite, halite, and feldspar; nonmineral
objects, such as a brick, a rubber ball, and a
lump of coal; a bottle of water
Time 10 minutes
Focus Review the definition of a mineral.
Teach Place the samples and objects on a
table. Challenge students to classify each as
mineral or nonmineral.
Apply Ask students to select and classify
other objects in the room. learning
modality: logical/mathematical

Independent Practice

L2

Teaching Resources

• Guided Reading and Study Worksheet:
Properties of Minerals

Differentiated Instruction

Student Edition on Audio CD

L3
Gifted and Talented
Interpreting Data Minerals have definite,
but not fixed, chemical compositions.
There may be some substitution of atoms.
Have students research forsterite and
fayalite, two varieties of olivine, and
describe how the chemical formula
changes. learning modality: logical/
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Less Proficient Readers
Communicating Ask students to create a
display using the five conditions for being a
mineral. Under each condition, students
include examples that satisfy the condition
and examples that fail to satisfy it. Ask
students to determine whether any of their
examples are minerals. learning modality:

mathematical

kinesthetic

Monitor Progress

L2

Writing Challenge students to write
definitions for the important words and
phrases within the definition of a mineral.
Answers
A mineral always contains
certain elements in definite
proportions.

Identifying Minerals
Teach Key Concepts

Identifying Minerals
Geologists have identified about 3,800 minerals. Because there
are so many different kinds of minerals, telling them apart can
often be a challenge. Each mineral has characteristic properties
that can be used to identify it. When you have learned to recognize the properties of minerals, you will be able to identify many
common minerals around you.
You can see some of the properties of a mineral just by
looking at a sample. To observe other properties, however, you
need to conduct tests on that sample. As you read about the
properties of minerals, think about how you could use them to
identify a mineral.
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Properties of Minerals
Focus Tell students that minerals can be
identified by their physical properties.
Teach To identify minerals, students must
understand the various physical properties
that are used for this purpose. Bring students
together for a round-table discussion.
Introduce the concepts of mineral color,
streak, luster, density, hardness, crystal
systems, cleavage and fracture, and special
properties.
Apply Show students a mineral
identification table, and have them identify
the properties of several minerals. learning
modality: visual

Teaching Resources

• Transparency F36
L2

FIGURE 2
Color of Minerals
These women in India are
searching for bits of gold in river
sand. Just because a mineral is
gold in color doesn’t mean it really
is gold. Chalcopyrite and pyrite,
also known as “fool’s gold,” are
similar in color to real gold.

Color The color of a mineral is an easily observed physical
property. But the color of a mineral alone often provides too little information to make an identification. All three minerals in
Figure 2 are the color gold, yet only one is the real thing. Color
can be used to identify only those few minerals that always have
their own characteristic color. The mineral malachite is always
green. The mineral azurite is always blue. No other minerals
look quite the same as these.

Gold

Comparing and Contrasting Minerals
Materials mineral samples, hand lens
Time 10 minutes
Focus Remind students that each mineral
has a unique set of properties.
Teach Invite students to examine several
mineral samples. Then have each student list
properties that could be used to distinguish
between types of minerals.
Apply Ask: Are the properties that you
listed similar to those discussed in this
chapter? (Most students will list at least a few
of the properties discussed in the chapter.)
learning modality: visual

Pyrite

Chalcopyrite

FIGURE 3
Malachite 
Streak
A mineral’s streak can be the same as
or quite different from its color.
Observing How do the streaks of these
minerals compare with their colors?
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Observing Mineral Streak

Hematite 

Streak A streak test can provide a clue to a min-

eral’s identity. The streak of a mineral is the color of its
powder. You can observe a streak by rubbing a mineral
against a piece of unglazed porcelain tile, as shown in Figure 3.
Even though the color of the mineral may vary, its streak does
not. Surprisingly, the streak color and the mineral color are
often different. For example, although pyrite has a gold color,
it always produces a greenish black streak. Real gold, on the
other hand, produces a golden yellow streak.

 Galena

Luster Another simple test to identify a mineral is to check
its luster. Luster is the term used to describe how light is
reflected from a mineral’s surface. Minerals containing metals
are often shiny. For example, galena is an ore of lead that has a
bright, metallic luster. Quartz has a glassy luster. Some of the
other terms used to describe luster include earthy, waxy, and
pearly. Figure 4 shows the luster of several minerals.
What characteristic of minerals does the term
luster describe?

kinesthetic
FIGURE 4
Geologists use many different terms
to describe the luster of minerals.
Interpreting Tables Which mineral
has an earthy luster?

Luster of Minerals
Metallic

Glassy

Galena

Submetallic
or Dull

Graphite

Waxy,
Greasy,
or Pearly
Topaz

Silky

Malachite

Materials hand lens, unglazed porcelain
tile, numbered samples of various minerals
Time 10 minutes
Focus Ask: How does the color of a mineral
compare with the color of its streak? (Often
the streak color and the mineral color are
different.)
Teach Ask students to make a data table, list
the mineral samples by number, and record
the color and streak of each sample. Then ask
them to use the mineral identification table at
the back of the book to identify each mineral.
Apply Ask: How do you perform a streak
test every day in class? (By streaking the
graphite in pencil lead) learning modality:

Talc

Help Students Read

L1

Relating Text and Figures Refer to
the guidelines for relating text and
figures.

Have students read the text related to
streak and luster. Then have them
use Figure 4 to describe the luster of the
pictured minerals. Ask: Can you think of
common materials that have a metallic
luster? (Rings, watchbands, chrome stripping)

Earthy

Hematite

Differentiated Instruction
L1
Special Needs
Classifying and Communicating
Organize students in groups of three or
four. Have each group make a poster that
illustrates various mineral lusters.
Photographs of minerals can be used for
this purpose. Student groups should divide
lusters into metallic and nonmetallic types.

Nonmetallic lusters can be further divided
into several additional types: vitreous
(glassy), adamantine (brilliant, like
diamond), silky (fibrous minerals), pearly
(iridescent luster), and greasy (appears to
have an oily surface). Display the posters in
the classroom. learning modality: visual

Monitor Progress

L2

Writing Have each student write a
paragraph about why a mineral’s streak color
may differ from the mineral’s color.
Answers
Figure 3 Hematite

The quality of the light
reflected from a mineral’s
surface

Calculating Density
Math Skill Calculating density
Focus Remind students that mass will be
divided by volume. Explain that one cubic
centimeter is the volume of a cube with onecentimeter edges.
Teach In the example, the density of one
sample of olivine is determined. This value is
fairly typical of the mineral, but olivine’s
density varies with its chemical composition.
Answer
2.7 g/cm3

To calculate the density of a
mineral, divide the mass of
the mineral sample by its
volume.
Mass
Density ⫽ --------------------Volume
For example, if a sample of
olivine has a mass of 237 g
and a volume of 72 cm3,
then the density is
237 g
------------------- ⫽ 3.3 g/cm 3
72 cm 3
Practice Problem A sample
of calcite has a mass of 324 g
and a volume of 120 cm3.
What is its density?

Density Each mineral has a characteristic density. Recall that
density is the mass in a given space, or mass per unit volume.
No matter what the size of a mineral sample, the density of that
mineral always remains the same.
You can compare the density of two mineral samples of
about the same size. Just pick them up and heft them, or feel
their weight, in your hands. You may be able to feel the difference between low-density quartz and high-density galena. If
the two samples are the same size, the galena will be almost
three times as heavy as the quartz.
But heft provides only a rough measure of density. When
geologists measure density, they use a balance to determine the
precise mass of a mineral sample. Then they place the mineral
in water to determine how much water the sample displaces.
The volume of the displaced water equals the volume of the
sample. Dividing the sample’s mass by its volume gives the
density of the mineral:
Mass
Density ⫽ -------------------Volume
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Hardness When you identify a mineral, one of the best clues

Measuring Mineral Hardness
Materials metal nail file, penny, glass baby
food jar, mineral samples such as garnet, quartz,
pyrite, magnetite, galena, halite, and talc
Focus Tell students that mineral hardness
depends on the strength of the bonds in the
mineral’s crystal structure.
Teach Organize students into small groups.
Then challenge each group to give each
mineral sample a hardness rating and place
the samples in sequence from softest to
hardest, using the Mohs scale for reference.
After all groups have finished, invite a
member of each group to write results on
the board.
Apply Ask: How are hard minerals used in
society? (Garnet and corundum are used as
abrasives; diamond is used on saw blades.)
How are soft minerals used? (Talc is used in
talcum powder.) learning modality:
kinesthetic

FIGURE 5

Mohs Hardness Scale
Geologists determine a mineral’s
hardness by comparing it to the
hardness of the minerals on the
Mohs scale.
Talc
The softest known
mineral, talc flakes
when scratched by
a fingernail.

you can use is the mineral’s hardness. In 1812, Friedrich Mohs,
an Austrian mineral expert, invented a test to describe the hardness of minerals. Called the Mohs hardness scale, this scale
ranks ten minerals from softest to hardest. Look at Figure 5 to
see which mineral is the softest and which is the hardest.

Gypsum
A fingernail can
easily scratch it.

Calcite
A fingernail cannot
scratch it, but a
copper penny can.

Fluorite
A steel knife can
easily scratch it.

Apatite
A steel knife
can scratch it.

Density of Pyrite

Mineral Density

200

Use the line graph of the mass and volume of
pyrite samples to answer the questions.

D

Mass (g)

150

1. Reading Graphs What is the mass of
Sample B? What is the volume of Sample B?
2. Calculating What is the density of Sample B?

C

100
B

50

3. Reading Graphs What is the mass of
Sample C? What is the volume of Sample C?

0

A
0

5

4. Calculating What is the density of Sample C?

10

15

20

25

30

3

Volume (cm )

5. Comparing and Contrasting Compare the
density of Sample B to that of Sample C.

7. Drawing Conclusions Does the density
of a mineral depend on the size of the
mineral sample? Explain.

6. Predicting A piece of pyrite has a volume
of 40 cm3. What is its mass?

Hardness can be determined by a scratch test. A mineral can
scratch any mineral softer than itself, but can be scratched by
any mineral that is harder. To determine the hardness of azurite,
a mineral not on the Mohs scale, you could try to scratch it with
talc, gypsum, or calcite. But none of these minerals scratch azurite. Apatite, rated 5 on the scale, does scratch azurite. Therefore,
azurite’s hardness is about 4.

Math Skill Making and Interpreting Graphs
Focus Tell students that line graphs are useful
for showing the relationship between two
variables in a simple equation, such as d = m/v.
Teach Ask: Which variable is on the x-axis?
(Volume) Which variable is on the y-axis?
(Mass) What are the plotted points? (Each
point is a sample of pyrite.) Help students
understand that connecting the points gives
a line that represents the density of pyrite.
Answers
1. 50 g, 10 cm3
2. 5 g/10 cm3
3. 100 g, 20 g
4. 5 g/cm3
5. The density of samples B and C is the same.
6. 8 g
7. No; density does not depend on size.
Larger samples have more mass, but the ratio
between mass and volume is constant.

Help Students Read
Feldspar
It can‘t be scratched by
a steel knife, but it can
scratch window glass.

Quartz
It can scratch
steel and hard
glass easily.

Topaz
It can scratch
quartz.

Corundum
It can scratch
topaz.

Diamond
The hardest known
mineral, diamond
can scratch all
other substances.
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Relating Text and Figures Have students
read about mineral hardness while referring
to Figure 5. Ask: Why might diamonds be
valuable as tools? (They can cut or scratch all
other substances.)

Differentiated Instruction
L1
English Learners/Beginning
Comprehension: Modified Cloze
Distribute a simplified paragraph about
hardness and density, but leave some words
blank. Here is an example: “The _____ of a
mineral is found by scratching it with other
minerals or objects. A mineral’s _____ is a
measure of the mass that is in a given
volume.” Model how to fill in the blank,
using a sample sentence on the board.

Provide students with the correct answers
as choices. learning modality: verbal
English Learners/Intermediate L2
Comprehension: Modified Cloze
Distribute the same paragraph, but include
some additional terms as incorrect answer
choices. After students complete the
paragraph, have them work together to
write definitions for the answer choices that
were not used. learning modality: verbal

Monitor Progress
Skills Check Have each student make a
table that lists each mineral property, a
description of each property, and a
description of any test for that
property. Students can place their
tables in their portfolios.

L2

Address Misconceptions

L2

Mineral Crystals
Focus Many students think that crystal faces
must be present for a mineral to have a crystal
structure. Have them compare a sample of a
mineral with well-shaped crystals and a
sample of a mineral in which crystals are not
clearly visible. Explain that crystals might be
visible under a microscope.
Teach Help students understand that it is
the arrangement of atoms in a mineral that
determines its crystal structure. Crystal faces
are only an external manifestation of this
structure. Ask: Is a mineral sample that does
not have smooth faces still a crystal? (Yes; it
still has the same atomic structure.) Would
this mineral sample still belong to one of
the six crystal systems? (Yes)
Apply Show students a sample of a mineral
that does not look like a crystal, such as
borax. Ask: How do you know that this
mineral has crystals? (All minerals have
crystals.) How would you describe the
crystals in this mineral? (They have a
repeating, orderly arrangement of atoms.)
learning modality: logical/mathematical

Classifying
1. Use your ﬁngernail to try
to scratch talc, calcite, and
quartz. Record which
minerals you were able to
scratch.
2. Now try to scratch the
minerals with a penny.
Were your results
different? Explain.
3. Were there any minerals
you were unable to scratch
with either your ﬁngernail
or the penny?
4. In order of increasing
hardness, how would you
classify the three minerals?

Crystal Systems The crystals of each mineral grow atom by
atom to form that mineral’s crystal structure. Geologists classify these structures into six groups based on the number and
angle of the crystal faces. These groups are called crystal systems. For example, all halite crystals are cubic. Halite crystals
have six square faces that meet at right angles, forming a perfect cube.
Sometimes, the crystal structure is obvious from the mineral’s appearance. Crystals that grow in an open space can be
almost perfectly formed. But crystals that grow in a tight space
are often incompletely formed. In other minerals, the crystal
structure is visible only under a microscope. A few minerals,
such as opal, are considered minerals even though their particles are not arranged in a crystal structure. Figure 6 shows
minerals that belong to each of the six crystal systems.
Cleavage and Fracture The way a mineral breaks apart
can help to identify it. A mineral that splits easily along flat surfaces has the property called cleavage. Whether a mineral has
cleavage depends on how the atoms in its crystals are arranged.
The arrangement of atoms in the mineral causes it to break
apart more easily in one direction than another. Look at the
photo of mica in Figure 7. Mica separates easily in only one
direction, forming flat sheets. Therefore, mica has cleavage.
Feldspar is another common mineral that has cleavage.

FIGURE 6
Properties of Minerals
All crystals of the same mineral
have the same crystal structure.
Each mineral also has other
characteristic properties.
Interpreting Data Which mineral
has the lowest density?
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Mineral Cleavage
Materials 2 paper towels per student
Time 10 minutes
Focus Tell students that cleavage in minerals
occurs because minerals are more likely to
break along planes of weakness.
Teach Provide each student with two paper
towels. Ask: In which direction do the paper
towels split, or tear? (Students will find that
the towels tear easily in the direction of the
perforations, a line of weakness.) Relate this
behavior to minerals’ breaking along planes
of weakness.
Apply Show students a book of muscovite
mica. Samples of muscovite mica are called
books because the crystals form stacks of flat
sheets that resemble pages of a book. Slowly
tear some sheets of the mineral from the
book. Tell students that the mineral sheets
are separated by planes of weakness in the
mineral’s structure. learning modality:
kinesthetic

Magnetite
Crystal System: Cubic
Color: Black
Streak: Black
Luster: Metallic
Hardness: 6
Density (g/cm3): 5.2
Special Property: Magnetic

Quartz
Crystal System: Hexagonal
Color: Transparent, various colors
Streak: Colorless
Luster: Glassy
Hardness: 7
Density (g/cm3): 2.6
Special Property: Fractures like
broken glass

L2
Skills Focus classifying
Materials penny; samples of talc, calcite,
and quartz
Time 10 minutes
Tips Pair students of differing ability
levels for this activity.
Expected Outcome A fingernail
scratches talc but not calcite or quartz. A
penny scratches talc and calcite but not

Rutile
Crystal System: Tetragonal
Color: Black or reddish brown
Streak: Light brown
Luster: Metallic or gemlike
Hardness: 6–6.5
Density (g/cm3): 4.2–4.3
Special Property: Not easily
melted

quartz. Quartz, then, cannot be scratched
by either a fingernail or a penny. Therefore,
the minerals in order of increasing hardness
are talc, calcite, and quartz.
Extend Have students test other materials
in the classroom, including chalk, wood,
plastics, and various metals. To finish, have
students collaborate to develop a hardness
scale for all materials tested. learning
modality: kinesthetic

Fracture
Fracture 
When quartz fractures,
the break looks like the
surface of a seashell.

Cleavage
 Cleavage
Mica cleaves into thin,
flat sheets that are
almost transparent.
FIGURE 7
Most minerals do not split apart evenly. Instead, they have Cleavage and Fracture
How a mineral breaks apart can
a characteristic type of fracture. Fracture describes how a min- help to identify it.
eral looks when it breaks apart in an irregular way. Geologists Applying Concepts How would
use a variety of terms to describe fracture. For example, quartz you test a mineral to determine
has a shell-shaped fracture. When quartz breaks, it produces whether it has cleavage or
fracture?

Help Students Read
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Compare and Contrast Have students
compare and contrast the way minerals break
apart. Ask: If you saw smooth, flat surfaces on
a piece of mineral, what could you conclude?
(The mineral has cleavage.) If you saw
irregular surfaces on a mineral, what could
you conclude? (The mineral has fractures.)
learning modality: visual

curved, shell-like surfaces that look like chipped glass. Pure
metals, like copper and iron, have a hackly fracture—they form
jagged points. Some soft minerals that crumble easily like clay
have an earthy fracture. Minerals that form rough, irregular
surfaces when broken have an uneven fracture.
Compare the fracture of quartz to the fracture of a
pure metal, such as iron.

For: Crystal Systems activity
Visit: PHSchool.com
Web Code: cfp-1041

Sulfur
Crystal System: Orthorhombic
Color: Lemon yellow to
yellowish brown
Streak: White
Luster: Greasy
Hardness: 2
Density (g/cm3): 2.0–2.1
Special Property: Melts easily

Azurite
Crystal System: Monoclinic
Color: Blue
Streak: Pale blue
Luster: Glassy to dull or earthy
Hardness: 3.5–4
Density (g/cm3): 3.8
Special Property: Reacts to acid

Microcline Feldspar
Crystal System: Triclinic
Color: Pink, white,
red-brown, or green
Streak: Colorless
Luster: Glassy
Hardness: 6
Density (g/cm3): 2.6
Special Property: Cleaves
well in two directions

For: Crystal Systems Activity
Visit: PHSchool.com
Web Code: cfp-1041
Students explore three-dimensional models of
the six crystal systems.

Monitor Progress

L2

Drawing Have students make drawings of
the six crystal systems. Ask students
to label each of their drawings.
Students can save their drawings in
their portfolios.
Answers
Figure 6 Quartz
Figure 7 You would break apart the
mineral.
Quartz has a shell-shaped
fracture, sometimes called
conchoidal fracture. Pure metals have a
hackly fracture.

Assess
Reviewing Key Concepts
1. a. A mineral is a naturally occurring,
inorganic solid that has a crystal structure
and definite chemical composition. b. It
was not formed by organisms or from the
remains of organisms. c. No; amber is not
inorganic.
2. a. Color, streak, luster, density, hardness,
crystal system, cleavage and fracture, and
special properties b. Cleavage is weakness
along flat surfaces through a mineral.
Fracture is a tendency for some minerals to
break in irregular ways. c. It will probably
break apart with cleavage because the carbon
atoms in graphite form sheets that could
split apart easily in layers.

Reteach

FIGURE 8
Special Properties
The special properties of minerals include ﬂuorescence,
magnetism, radioactivity, and reaction to acids. Other
minerals have useful optical or electrical properties.

Special Properties Some minerals can
be identified by special physical properties.
For example, magnetism occurs naturally in
a few minerals. Minerals that glow under
ultraviolet light have a property known as
fluorescence (floo RES uns). The mineral
scheelite is fluorescent. Figure 8 shows several minerals with special properties.

Fluorescence
Scheelite glows in
ultraviolet light.

Optical Properties
Calcite bends light to
produce a double image.

Reactivity
Aragonite reacts
chemically to acids.
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Have each student create a concept map that
includes a mineral’s definition and properties.
Distribute large sheets of paper, and challenge
students to include as much information as
possible in their concept maps.

Performance Assessment

L2

Oral Presentation Play a game using
information from the mineral-identification
table in the back of the book. Choose a
mystery mineral, and begin the game by
mentioning a property of that mineral.
Announce more properties one by one until
someone identifies the mineral.
Teaching Resources

• Section Summary: Properties of Minerals
• Review and Reinforcement: Properties of
Minerals

• Enrich: Properties of Minerals

Magnetism
Magnetite attracts
these iron staples.

1

Section 1 Assessment

Target Reading Skill Outlining Use the
information in your outline about the properties
of minerals to help you answer the questions.
Reviewing Key Concepts
1. a. Deﬁning Write a definition of “mineral” in
your own words.
b. Explaining What does it mean to say that a
mineral is inorganic?
c. Classifying Amber is a precious material
used in jewelry. It forms when the resin of
pine trees hardens into stone. Is amber a
mineral? Explain.
2. a. Listing Name eight properties that can be
used to identify minerals.
b. Comparing and Contrasting What is the
difference between fracture and cleavage?

Math Skill Calculating density
Answer
21.5 g/cm3
(430 g/20 cm3 = 21.5 g/cm3)

c. Predicting Graphite is a mineral made up of

carbon atoms that form thin sheets. But the
sheets are only weakly held together. Predict
whether graphite will break apart with
fracture or cleavage. Explain.

3. Calculating Density The mineral platinum
is an element that often occurs as a pure
metal. If a sample of platinum has a mass of
430 g and a volume of 20 cm3, what is its
density?

Keep Students on Track Have each
student select a container for the crystal
garden and make a sketch. Ask each student
to select a crystal growth solution. Halite,
Epsom salt, and alum are possibilities.
Supervise students when they are using
the solutions.
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Finding the Density of Minerals
How can you compare the density of different
minerals?

6. Calculate the volume of water displaced by
the pyrite. To do this, subtract the volume of
water without the pyrite from the volume of
water with the pyrite. Record your answer.

Skills Focus

7. Calculate the density of the pyrite by using
this formula.

Problem

measuring

Mass of mineral
Density ⫽ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Volume of water displaced by mineral

Materials (per student)
• graduated cylinder, 100-mL
• 3 mineral samples: pyrite, quartz, and galena
• water
• balance

(Note: Density is expressed as g/cm3. One mL
of water has a volume of 1 cm3.)
8. Remove the water and mineral from the
cylinder.
9. Repeat Steps 2–8 for quartz and galena.

Procedure
1. Check to make sure the mineral samples are
small enough to ﬁt in the graduated cylinder.
2. Copy the data table into your notebook.
Place the pyrite on the balance and record its
mass in the data table.
3. Fill the cylinder with water to the 50-mL
mark.
4. Carefully place the pyrite in the cylinder of
water. Try not to spill any of the water.
5. Read the level of the water on the scale of
the graduated cylinder. Record the level of
the water with the pyrite in it.

Mass of
Mineral (g)
Volume of Water
Without Mineral
(mL)
Volume of Water
With Mineral (mL)
Volume of Water
Displaced (mL)
Volume of Water
Displaced (cm3)
Density (g/cm3)

50

1. Interpreting Data Which mineral had the
highest density? The lowest density?
2. Measuring How does ﬁnding the volume of
the water that was displaced help you ﬁnd the
volume of the mineral itself?
3. Drawing Conclusions Does the shape of a
mineral sample affect its density? Explain.
4. Predicting Would the procedure you used in
this lab work for a substance that ﬂoats or one
that dissolves in water?

Designing Experiments

Data Table
Pyrite

Analyze and Conclude

Quartz Galena

50

Pyrite is sometimes called “fool’s gold” because its
color and appearance are similar to real gold.
Design an experiment to determine if a sample
that looks like gold is in fact real gold.

L3

Prepare for Inquiry
Key Concept
Each mineral has a characteristic density.
Skills Objectives
After this lab, students will be able to:
• measure the density of minerals
• draw conclusions about how knowing a
mineral’s density helps to identify it
Prep Time 20 minutes
Class Time 40 minutes
Advance Planning
Collect an appropriate number of mineral
samples. Make sure that each sample will fit
into a graduated cylinder. Students may need
calculators to determine the density of the
samples.

Guide Inquiry
Invitation
Ask: What is density? (A measure of the mass
in one unit volume of a substance) Then have
students relate that definition to the formula
for density in step 7.
Introduce the Procedure
You may want to have students practice the
procedure with a sample of known density.
A piece of calcite has a density of about
2.71 g/cm3.

50

Analyze and Conclude
1. Galena, the highest; quartz, the lowest
2. The volume of water displaced equals the
volume of the mineral itself.
3. No; shape or size does not affect density.
The ratio of mass to volume is constant for
any given mineral composition.
4. One that floats would not displace a
volume of water equal to itself; one that
dissolves would not displace any water.

Finding the Density
of Minerals

Extend Inquiry
Designing an Experiment Advise
students to consider properties of a mineral
and how to test for them when designing
their experiments.

Troubleshooting the Experiment
• Emphasize that spilling any water when
placing a sample in the graduated cylinder
will cause the volume determination to be
incorrect.
• Make sure that students know how to read
volume from a graduated cylinder.

Expected Outcome
In students’ data tables, values for Volume of
Water with Mineral and Volume of Water
Displaced will vary, depending on the sample
sizes. Students’ calculations of density should
be close to these: galena, 7.4–7.6 g/cm3;
pyrite, 5.0 g/cm3; quartz, 2.6 g/cm3.
Teaching Resources

•Lab Worksheet: Finding the Density of
Minerals

